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The performance factor (prussure x volume/weight) of a vessel thus
dusigned is between that of an all--metal vessel and that of a
Mass-fiber/epoxy f :lament-wound vessel i th a thin, nonload-
bearing metal liner. Until a nonload-bearing liner is developed,
thu overwrapped load-bearing liner can provide weight savings.
T'1 ►ese savings strongly depend Otl the elastic strain/weight ratio
fur the liner material. titanium promises to provi 	 even h1pher
purturmance factors than lnconal, especially if a liner of non-
uniform thickness is used to approximate a uniform stress state.
The ubjeLtive of this program was pursued with the effort divided
into four major tasks as tabulated.
task No. Iffort
litanium Propei'tiuti	 lh tL rmination
l	 ' 'resign
Computer Progrcun Revision
Pressure Vessel DLc:ign
1	 1	 1 ".;inufarturu
Explosive Forming Development
Liner Fabrication
Pressu:e Vessel Windinf , and	 Sizing
1	 \' Test
Design and Fabrication of Test FixtIfft",
Bur r and Cvc1iC tests
The narrative and data above were extracted from the interim
report,	 CR-72765.* This final report covers the Jetails of
lask III, cssel Fabrication, and Task IV, 'le git Program.
Because of premature failures in faLrication and testing, the
program did ncL completely prove or disprove the design concept
of tfiv overwrapped titanium tan::. Poor material s, incompatibility
of the interrulatud manufacturing processes, and less than pos-
itive nondestructive test methods are felt to be the primary
causes ter the premature test tailures. Details of these problems
may be found in the body of the text.
;.i?'nter?^,,c i,	 Martin
Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado, October 1971.
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TT.	 DESIGN
The design fur the tankage developed it Task II was reported in
Compoeite Uoe wrapped Matallio Tanks, !nturim Report, NASA CR-
72765. The original design plan was to mechanically machine the
domes to close tolerance for weight control. This became Impossi-
ble because of dome contour variations. Other changes discussed
In this chapter were minor in nature and were made, for the most
part, to facilitate fabrication. The specific details of these
changes will be discussed in the following sections.
A.	 D! ';I(',N DESCRIPTION
The titanium OAR-2.5Sn, ELI) tank liner consisted of two ellip-
soidal domes, a rolled and welded narrow cylindrical barrel sec-
tion, and two end boss fittings machined from bar etock (Fie. 1).
The .,omplNted tank liner was overwrapped with epoxy-preimpregnated
fiberglass (20 end roving S-994) in both the hoop and polar direc-
tions. The engineering drawings for the tank are included in the
appendix of this report.
Figure 1 Weld Designation and Location Schematic, Titanium
Tank Liner
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Iti.	 IA:.f	 MA ,I'I:RIAI ti
'I ht	 rIf- InaI tanl` I iner m.rtvrIaIs used in the Task I test , were
t Itanium 5A^-2.5Sn (f:l.l) as suppl fed b y both rlie 'titanium Metals
CorpOrat ion of Amerit a and Rva t ivc Metals. Inc. 	 'Ihc ovcrwrap
material, epox y - imrrei , n,ited (Iii to 237 solids by wvlght) 20 end
-IITS/E-196, wa >, supvl it'd by the C.S. Polvmvric Corporal ion. 	 The
m;iterial ust-d in biaxial rind creep tests was from the "I itanium
Metals Corporation, and the material for coupon tests was suppllcd
by Reactive Metals, Inc.
The t'. tan iUri procured for the IuII -scale • tank Ii tit . rs was produced
by Reactive Metals, Inc. but JUFV of their stated capabilit y to
prt,duce the en  ire lot of plates from ., sInvIc heat of material
Fiberglass ro-Ing S-994/11TS imprchnatvd with EPON 828/USA/FMl'nl.
BDMA was procured from Fiherite Curporat ion because of cost and
schedule , considerations.
C.	 D01,111. 1-1
'Ihu design of the original configuration was changed to provide
for chemical mi11iny, in two zones on the ins;ide, of each dome for
weight reduction.
	
The orIgin,:i design h.rd called for a tapered
Cross section to he machined mechanicall y .	 Since the v.rriations
in contour resulting 1 - rum springbuck and bounccback in explosive
forming in manv instances vxceedcd the thickness of tike dome wall,
mechanical machining could not he perlormvd and it became neces-
sary to reduce the wall sect Ion b y chernh A cr.i 11 my (Fit , . 2) .	 The
results of a computer program for scic^ting proper wall thickness
and comparing a Chem -milled stepped liner with a continuousl y vary-
ing liner are shown in the appendix.
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Figure 2 Chemically Milled Dome Configuration Design
D. END BOSS
The original design appeared to include closer tolerances than
absolutely necessary. A redesign that relaxed certain radii and
noncritical thickness tolerances is now reflected in Drawing FWL-
69002 (see appendix).
E. CYLINDRICAI. SECTION
The only change in `his area was a revision to include a circum-
ferential flat butt point that replaced the original step joint.
The width of several cylindrical sections was reduced when they
were separated from previously welded liners to allow for reweld-
ing.
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Thy • 	design	 for	 ovc-rwrapping was	 corr	 ctud	 to change	 the an,;le	 of
the • 	 wr.ip tram	 the	 computer - gencrated	 angle of 6" i4'	 to the	 ,ictu: +l
W	 IU°15' (rt•t y :	 to	 Ur.cwing	 FWL-64002
	
in	 tile• .cppvn(llx). "Ih1ti	 angl e•
revisI„n was	 ne. • essary because	 the ,	c • omput y r assumed	 Ib y rIhbon
width	 to be	 zero	 whereas	 it	 is	 ac • tu,iI I 	 2.1 ins	 lies.
WI. I c;Ill' Vnk I A I' IONS
I'hc cstimated and actual welghts art , t,ibulate:d.
Est I in. tc,
11) (kv)
41.2) (18.7)
24.3 ( I I.n)
6).5 (29.1)
Actu,^l,	 Ili (k.,^)
nimum	 ",•:imam
40.0 (18.4	 4)
619.0 (30.,1)	 ;.c) (3"1. 1 )
lank Line
ovcrwral^
nk
the weil;hts varied mu re than ant i c ipat vd .	 The tot.i l we ight of
the completed tank was a lunctiun of both the liner .end the over-
wrap v,iriat ions.
Tht , Iiner variations were due to svvvral items:
1) Chemical milling thickness variations were dependent ()it
 formed parts that had thickness variations up to
20%;
2) Several of the tanks were disassembled and rcwelded at the
girth after remachining.
Tht- overwrap variat ions ware due to:
1) fhe variations in resin content on the preimpregnated roving;
2) Addition of fiberglass doilies or extra wraps to reduce liner
,joint mismatch or weld bead height;
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3) Added hoop wraps when mlgration of the roving moved from the
cylindrical section toward the dome;
4) The weight (if the polar wrap was a direct Junction of the
dome surface area. Dome.~ that most nearly m g t the proper con-
tour possessed more surface area than those that did not prop-
erly fill out in the explosive-forming process.
H.	 CONCLUSIONS
The design concept itself was neither proved nor disproved at com-
pletion of the program. This was due in must part to a series of
interrelated problems. 'these began with poor material and an un-
usual r.umher of reversals in what were initially thought to be
reliable manufacturing and inspection processes.
The major area :n which the design itself contrit,ated to the dif-
ficulties was the lack of an access port that would permit Inter-	 n
nal weld tooling and/or nondestructive tests, I.e., single-wall
X-ray, die penetrant, and visual Inspection.
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Ill.	 FABRICATION
--------------------------
A.	 MATi:R I ALS
1. Titanium Bar
The raw material from which the end fitA ings were machined was
received in the proper annealed condition and no fabrication prob-
lems were encountered.
2. Titanium Plate
The raw material as received from the supplier contained numerous
surface defects and, even though bought to commercial standards,
part of the shipment was returned to the supplier for poor work-
manship. Thu variations in flatness from the edge to the center
of a sheet, though within specification requirements, made it very
difficult to work in the explosive-forming process. Attempts to
machine the surfaces to a close tolerance were not successful be-
cause of the inability to hold the material flat. In general, it
is concluded that the poor quality of the material (see Sectiot, B)
had a major bearing on the program's lack of success (Fig. 3, 4,
and 5).
a
Figure 3 ExplosNe-Forming Titanium B13nk Showing
Rolled-In Defects and Surface Pitting Remaining
After Attempts to Grind the Surface under a
111-i Coolant
9
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^ r
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Figure 4 Macrophotograph (Arproximately LUX) of Rolled-In
Surface Defects in Titanium Plate Shown in Fi }',urc 1
1	 .^
rigure 5 Explosive
-Forming Blank ( Same as Fig. 3 and 4)
Illustrating Deviation from Flatness
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The plate material w. ► s ordert • d in May 1969 and delivery was prom-
ised on July 15, 1909. Eleven sheet~ of the 14 ordered were re-
ceived in September. One w.o, rvierted for poor-quality sc.rfact•
and substandard workmanstiip.	 the remaining four wart• dcllvcred
in Janu, ► ry 197() and did not shut+ a marked improvement in (111.11 i ty.
Thus, the philosophy of obtaining al l the material from the „cmc
heat for maximum unitormity was negated by the supplier.
fi.	 EXPLOSIVE-FORMING DENE'LOPME"N'r, INCLUDING ANNEALING AND CLEANING
0I. DOMES
'Fli t, tull-scale explosively formed dome development activity began
on February lf), 1970. T1, dome sl ►ape it, shown in Figure 6. Six
blanks were cut from two pl. ► tcs , and as may he seen in 'fable 1, one
dome wigs fractut'ed in the t irst series. Evan though svvcral combi-
nations of explosive• -torming parameters were tried, none produced
a satisfactory dome because of excessive contour deviations. The
last shut of this series was completed on February 25, 1970, and
the 1 inal horning p. ► rameter recommendations were compl •:ted on "larch
d, 19/0. Alter considerable discussion as to the proper parameters
for tonning, it was determined that a second series of domes would
be shot to prove repeatibility. One of the recommendations from
the Explosive-Forming Group was that the blanks should be machined
to uniform Iiatness and thickness. To give the process the greatest
likelihood of success, one plate (3 blanks) was machined. Three
dome blanks of each condition (machined and as-received) were put
into the repeatibility test with first Shot charges of 8100 grains.
One blank of each group failed and production was halted after the
second tai lure, leaving one of ti ► e six blanks unformed (Table 2).
A metallurgical investigation as to the cause of failures was then
undertaken. The normal cause for forming failures in titanium (a
hard face-oxidized suriac • e and contamination) was suspect. 	 lltves-
tigation revealed that improper annealing by the producer rattler
than contamination was the cause. `till records were studied and it
was determined that one group of ti ► e plates h«% keen annealed at
1500°F for 30 minutes and the second group at 1500°F for 15 minutes.
Whilc normal tensile tests did not reveal the lack of a proper an-
neal, ti ► e photomicrographs left no doubt as to the material condi-
tion. Photomicrographs (Fig. 7 and 8) show the heavily textured
strain •itr 1 ccture with nJ indicati.,n of alpha su ► face scale.	 ,'ell
the formed domes listed in Tables 1 and 2 exhibited crossl ► atclied
microcracks (Fig. 9) . Tile crossliatclied microstructure automat-
ically scrapped all domes that h;id been produced to this point
even though they did not indicate conditions of surface cracking.
The normal equiaxial grain structure for this alloy is shown in
rigure 10.
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24.000-in. dia
aputerizecd Shape —^
)proximately v1-2:1)
0.220 in.
)rmed Dome Shape
10.108 in.
Tahla I Lxperim.•nt.il Lxplouive-Forming Data - First , ries
D' ) 111t .
UcsignaLion
l:xplos i v. ,
'dIot
Sequen,c
I.xplos i v.-	 Lall,Io1 t
I zv	 He igh t
DIaw
I	 t	 i,
;r,ra	 n. t,,.iia, in.
_
,m)
1S I ;680 (496.89) s (7.11., 7.7) (P)
' 4060 (258.80) (l0.lil) I^I.^^^ 1^5,,,
iS	 f I +)UZU t j18.hv) i (1.6.11 /.c51 ( 19.81)
14500 .)9]	 .	 15) t 10.1" 10.00 (25.40)
Al I riibO c540.	 1 (7.,).') 7.9: ( 10.11)
- 1!00 (207.04) (	 10. It, i 10.00 1.40)
i 500 (
 161 .75) t 17. 7h 10.00 (15.40)
Ii: 1 ')t)0O 1582.31)) (7.6.' ISr- k,
ti	 I 1 6JOU ( )4U.69) (	 l. 4 1.91 (10.24)
2 4500 (291.15) i17.i,) 10.00 (25.40)
11 ] 8360 ( 540.89) ( 7.62) 8.1-, 1 (20.6 1)
2560 (165.63) 10.16) 10.00 (25.40)
S 1()00 k 129 .40) 4 i	 O.	 1 11 1 10.00 ( 25.40)
Table 2 Lxpvrimcnt a l 1' •tplos v& • -Forming Dat.s - Second Series
Ire	 mr.
Dusign.rt fun
LxpIosiVI.•
Shoi
Sv (pit'nce
t.xpl(itiiVC
Sizt•
` A.uirl	 t	 t
t
Draw
!k	 )[I.
g rainy:
7.93^^ 1 hIM) (52/1.0 i (1.62) (10.1•:)
t:l 1 8100 x524.01) 1 (7.62) lirukc
t:j I 8IOU (524.0/) s ( 1.62) 7.94 (20.16)
ill 1 1700 ( 498.19) 1 (7.62) 1.8b ( 20.01)
U3 1 8100 (524.07) 1 (7.63) tiroku
.4' r.f It
i.
t	 ^
r t w^` 	 ^ • 2x74 ',^►• ; 1 K'r	 r. , HK ^a .. •r	 "'
Figure 7 Photomicrograph of Cross Section at 10OX
from Failure Area of Dome C-2 Showing Hot
Roll Texture
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Figure 10 Photomicrograph of properly Annealed
7 i-5Ax-2.5Sn (ELI)
Attempts o return the material to tht- producers were 1 ru m ess
and, si ,ice replacement appeared out of the question, it was e;etvr-
mined that a proper annealing cycle must be developed to salvagu
the remaining material. this w,,s accomplished, and a period of
tour hours at 1650°F in a vacuum tollowed by .c furnace-cool proved
to be the optimum cycle. The lull report of the failure analysis
and supporting technical data may he fount] in the ap,)endfx. The
AB AK vacuum turnace at the Denver Division facility was not large
enough to economically anneal the blanks. The only ot,.er suitable,
certified vacuum furnace in the area was located some 60 miles
away in Colorado Springs at the p roto Shop. This turnacc, an 1psen,
contained automatic controls, proper temperatut, and pre:;sure read-
outs, and recording equipment. At ter thoroughly discussing the
problem, arrangements were made with the very cooperative Protu
Shop managemvnt to give the titanium annealing effort first prior-
ity. A maximum effort to properly anneal the material for ex-
plosive forming and to provide "in process" annealing between
shots was undertaken. The annealing for the remaining supply of
blanks began on April 23 and was completed on May 23. In the
meantime, blank.,; were being given their first explosive-forming
shots, process annealing, and second shots, etc, as rapidly as
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possible per ttv program s low ch. ► rt (Flu. I I). Of the AIX bl 1,KM
put Int o the sxploslvc-forning opt-rat Ion, one la  led dri t'a,-oAvd
the die face (see Table 3).	 This )- - urred on April 24 whan an
cxccswlve charge- of 1)100 gr. ► Ins was tried to determine If the new
.uu ► ealitig process might A 1,)w a 1. ► ruer first charge to Improve
the contour co p trol. Alter a few ;aorc Iirxt shots were made, It
wa-, deternined that dariagc to the dlc 14-- W-101stiff icient to cause
potential problems when the domes, rc , eiving their last shot, would
strike the scarred surlace of the die.
Table 3 Experlment,il Explosive-f,)rming I).it.i - Third ' - rtes
rte
1	 •clg;n.it	 i
i x p I cox i ve
iot
ciue;i
I.Xp I ( , h I ve
Iz
A • ► ndot t
i-ct&t,
)r.iw
Dept 11 
;;;^ I,,t,;;;,:,) in r;)
i I l ^' ► 82. 10) 1 1 h.`)i (:2.t,`i)
tMO '00.ri1) 10. 10) ).n! (2i.1
.1()(t 'nn. ;71 r	 Itl. ^.'^ ^,	 17.
(ISI;I ^M) ,49.05) 1 (1.)^'^ r,.. 1.'1.'t'tt
1 187	 1) 15. S t.'i..'
1 ) 187.h 1) 1 (	 10.4h) 34)
,112 I i 5 ,49.95) o (7.62t 1 ('I.92)
'()0.')11 17)
)49.14')) i	 / i	 ti)
n 1.'00.,')) X10.1") i^^.',. 17)
Coincidentally with the die suri. ► cc problem, it wa ,  obscrvcd Lhat.
excessive dome sprIngback was ,ccurring. Since the contour of the
die face (lid riot In, i-rde a ^ipring(bac • k factt,r, the springbuck data
were analyzed and .t new contour dc• ve!opcd. 1'hc die was returned
to the machining; vendor for corrective machining.
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Rework of the explosive-forming die was completed on May 25 and
the forming;/annealing effort wAN ,again accelerated to the highest
possible rata. By May 2H, eight domes were receiving; various steps
of the explosive-forming;/cleaning/annealing; cycle. 	 Again, pre-
mature failures occurred.	 In this instance, three domes cracked
on the second shot, two failed during; the third anneal cycle after
the second shot, and, in an examination of the remaining, domes in
process, small cracks were noted after the second anneal. These
failure conditions were allall experienced during a 24-hour time span.
Again the program was stopped and the fal lure• causes investig;atcd.
The lull details of this study may he round in the appendix.
	
In
essence, the failures were primarily due to (1) contamination that
ultimately allowed a slowly in-reaming; surface case to build up,
and (2) stress corrosion resulting from the sensitizing, of the
material (during; the slow cool in the furnace • during; the I irst
anneal) to chlorinated hydrocarbon cleaner.	 In the ensuing; effort	 r
to determine all of Che potential causes for tailurus, the furnace
became suspe,t because surface oxidation caused the failure of one
dome while it was receiving; its final annual. 	 AfLer a check of
the furnace for leaks using; a helium leak detector did not detect
any leaks of sufficient magnitude to cause the problem, a second
furnace run was made with samples. Once again the contaminated
surface condition appeared. Again the helium leak check revealed
no leaks so the overall instrumentation sysLem of the furnace was
unecked out.	 During; this investigation it was noted that when the
furnace system vacuum indicator was reading; 0.1 micron, a Martin
YlArietta-calibrated gage, which had been placed in the furnace be-
hind the baffle plaLes on the opposite side of the furnace from
the diffusion pump, was reading; 1.25 microns. 	 Further search re-
vealed that the s y stem sensor was connected to a rather small tube
.just upstream from the diffusion pump. Since there was a question
as to the length of time required to relocate We sensor, overhaul
the diffusion pump, and recertify the furnace, the vacuum anneal-
ing operation was abandoned. It was determined that all anneal-
ing; operations would be performed in one of two Martin Narielta-
owned air furnaces. A protective coating,, Turco Pretreat, was
evaluated in each furnace so that if one furnace was not avail-
able, the other could be used (refer to Lest evaluation in the
appendix).
At this point, metallurgical analysis had identified a number of
potential causes of the failures but most all causes centered
around the material surface conditiun. As a result, a complex
processinv s y stem was developed.
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In general, before and atter each dome-forming operation, the
dome had to be annealed. The dome was prepared for annealing by
Chem milling 0.005 inch maximum per surface and coating with Turco
Iretreat (Fig. 12) to prevent oxidation. After annealing, the
Turco Pretreat was removed by again chum millinf ,  the dume. This
processing sequence proved successful and no further dimte cracking;
was experienced.
Ll
Figure 12 Fully Formed Domes Coated with Turco Pretreat Prior
to Annealing in Air Furnace
Explosive forming of domes was then continued, but the in-process
time per dome was extended because of the numerous added opera-
tions between shots.	 In addition, several associated facility
problems that occurred further stretched the production schedule
for domes. Another remaining problem was the lack of forming
repeatibility. This resulted in variations from desired contour
and close tolerance diameters (Table 4). It was also predictable
that the high loss rate would have an effect, not only on the
number of tanks that could be made, but also by reducing the op-
tion to selectively fit the domes to reduce potential mismatch and
other assembly problems.
Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 illustrate the explosive-forming
process in progress.
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Fig,utk I1	 it, ­_. , ti t rxI l - i:e-ft)rming sequence .,nd contour dvviattons.
i
i
nU I urmc•d
Shots:	 \	 /
i
I ully	 Not Formed
Furmed
	
	
here
i
Raw Material Thickness Deviation: 0,220 +0.046 in.
-0.010
hest Deviation from Contour (11-2): -0.030, +0.050 in.
Worst Deviation from Contour (I-3): -U.325, + 0.010 in.
Figure 17 Explosive-Forming Sequence
C.	 CHEMICAL MILLING
The chemical milling; process was used in this program for two
purposes. Chemical milling, which has been discussed in the pre-
vious section on annealing, was used more iii the manner of a scale
remover and surface condit:nner for contamination control. N'k)
more than 0.005 inch was removed during any one exposure. Inc
primary ingredient of the etchant solution for this application is
a nitric-hydrofluoric acid. The second use for the chemical mil-
ling process was for etching the thickness to file final dome con-
figuration. The primary ingredient for this solution is a chromic-
hydrofluoric acid. The latter of the two processes was used in
place of the originally planned machining because of the thickness
and contour tolerances of the explosively formed domes.
The chemical milling procedures and processes for thickness con-
trol were never completely optimized during tnis program, primarily
because 01 the several stops and starts associated with explosive
forming and aniieal i ng problems.
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t.ar ly el torts% to optimize ( oem - r,ai 1 I inV m.-thods began w ith a t ixtl!re
designed and fabricated to i ►uld tae dome in a horizontal position.
Nonun i I ,,rna e t cn ing wu-i exper kneed wuct Laer ttic t Lange was up or
down.	 Discussions poihted out Chat g;.ati entrapment .irvas along the
contour and at the apex were causing; preferential etching;. 	 Tile
recomuwnded fix was to create a hole at the dome :apex to allow
gases to t low .al,)ng the contour and cs( ape through ti.e pule.	 This
apparent I  solved the problem, bue al ter a manufat turia ► g; personn.-1
4n.angv and .another schedule delay, .oa a11vrn.ati^,e method was tried.
The fixture was modified to hold the dome in a vertical position
and it became necessary to rotate the dome at closely timed inter-
vak to once .again prevent preterential etching. This approach
met with fairly good success as lung; as tine .hem-mill operator
closely controlled the rotation intervals. Althoug aa some success
was experienced, the process was Later revised to holding the dome
in the horizontal position. This mithou was more reliable i.id pro-
duced the best results. Figure 2 shows the dome them-mill pattern
desired and Table 5 rcflects it typical actual thickness and con-
tour chart for a single dome-. Dome E:2 rut lected the hest chem-
mill rt • sults with 0.109/0.121 inch in the thin area and 0.154/
0.104 inch in the thick a rea. The worst dt,me was NI. which had
11.109/0.144 inch in use twin area with 0.127/0.188 inch in the
thick area.	 Figure 18 depicts sequential dome positions developed
for best chem-milling; results.	 Figures 19, -1 0, 21, and 22 iilus-
trate the chemical milling process.
Added
3.0-in.-
Diameter
Hole and
kotated
Thickness Deviation after them-Mill:
Best (1:-2) z 0.122 b 0.154	 Forst (N-1) =
Z
Final
and
Best
'`Method
0.109
	
0.127
0.144 
b 
0.198
Figure 18 Development of Dome Position in Chem-Mill Tank
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Figure 21 Dome Interior Showing Chem-Mill Steps
1,.	 `LiCl l .Ieft: A.3U HOT st/.l;:t
,1ftt t t Inding that t	 variations In diameter of tilt , domes were
grcatcr than norr,, l I	 expec • tt,tl for 24-Inch-diameter domes, it w,t-
dt,turminud that tilt- 11alt intt,re U0,11sion should perform both machin-
Ing; and t • I cc t rots beam we l d i ttg. This npproach possenst,d the bes t
ovp tt lenity fur success s;Inct' IlaIti Pit, rt , p@r5onnt • I could r+eltt t
tilt- best flttip condition that Pit g;ht exist betwt't • n dames.	 It al,.,^
al lowt,d f or any srnaI l mod  f ic • at hm • that might t	 i l s Late tilt-
welding operation.
Tht • ma(hining• holding; fixtures (I ig;. 23. 24, 25, anti 26) wort
devised to al IoW machining; the proper surface tntvrfatt of tht,
cooly -to-barrt l .;vct ion and of C-t- apex hole to the end buns: fit
t in g.,.	 : :o riac lit nIng problems: w  th the end boss f i t  Ing;s wort,
t•nt ountt • red because tilt- boss design ut i I izcd tc,lt r.tttces and sur-
tact • finishes that are normal for that tvpc of hardware. The
explosively loaned domes;, evert though annt,:tlt d fallowing tht , last
forming operat inn, did expericncc s:omt wovenent wht • n tilt, I I.^ngt,s
t re partt•d f rum the domes and when the t iil l - sized liok • 1 , tlit-
ad boss fisting was mac • htned. After so. raI attempt:. t , ^ t ,rte
isle mating surface Into proper position f.,r machinist; ,tnd sub-
st,quent welding;, it bccanu • obvious that tilt- dome dlamut,urrt would
have to bt more nearly uni form titan the explos;ivt.'-forming proct,st,
had produced.	 Therefore, a hot c • rt-up sizing; fixture was desigilt'd
arid fabricated.	 The donne to be sized was ansemblcd to tilt- fixtiil,
prepared for oxidation prevention by appIving; l:ver'ube T-50, and
placed in ;ill 	 furnace.	 the ditferenti:c] coefficient of ther-
mal e y p.,nsion ht , twet,u tit.tnium and corrosion-retilstant stet • l pro-
vided the nuct , ssary pressure to perform the seizing operation (Fig.
27, 2n, and 2 c1). The hot-sizing; operation Improved the uniformity
of the di,uneters as may be seen in Table 6.
,lnothcr	 problem	 that	 occurred	 as	 a	 result	 of	 machining; was	 that
after	 the	 hole	 iii	 the dome was machined	 for	 the end	 bt	 ,s	 f itting,
t Ile	 donee	 sprung;	 out	 of contour wlict,	 the	 holding t i	 .t ure was	 re-
moved.	 The	 nutritined	 :.tt p- type Jot lit	 proved	 to be	 t , t	 some	 assist-
ance	 in assembling;	 the fitting to	 the	 Joint-,	 but the weld	 fixturing
hall	 to	 he	 modified	 to force	 the dome back	 into contour to match
Lilt-	 f ilting;.
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Figure 21 View of Dome during Machining Process for Preparing
Home Cutout at Dome-to-End Fitting Interiace
Figure 24 Holding Fixture for Machining Dome at Apex
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Arr
0
hlpure L-j view of oome on 'Machine titter 11.1ving Kemoved the
I- l.iiibe
Figure 26 Dome Subassembly Shown in Holding Fixture for Machining Final
uutsidL, Diameter to Lliminate "Bell MouLhing"
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Dia to Be Derived from
5malleet Dome Periphery
and Expansion Desired (304 SS)
Figure 27 flot-Sizing Tool Schematic
Figure 28 Everlube T-50 Coated Dome on Hot-Sizing 	 xture
Prior to Air Furnace Sizing Process
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PA Or
Everlube T-50 Coating to Prevent Oxidation
Table 6 'Typical Dome Sizing Dimensions
Before Sizing After Sizing
Dome Diameter, Out-of-Roundness, Diameter, Out-of-Roundness,
No. in. (cm) in. (cm) in. (cm) in. (cm)
Al 23.632 (60.025) 0.180 (0.457) 23.700 (60.198) 0.129 (0.327)
A2 23.603 (59.951) 0.003 (0.007) 23.716 (60.238) 0.012 (0.030)
B1 23.596 (59.933) 0.157 (0.398) 23.699 (60.195) 0.063 (0.160)
B2 23.611 (59.971) 0.043 (0.109) 23.728 (60.269) 0.015 (0.038)
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The cylindrical barrel section was rolled into a curved section
for annealing be y a"se it was longer than the furnace dvpLh. When
it was straightened for machining, the edgy
 . u ndud to curl. This
We precision machining of the steps to mate with the dome skirt
almost impossible.	 After tank N/A 1 failed prumatirely at a girth
weld, the step design was changed to a simple butt tonflyurati"n.
Since the step design was used as the means for holding tht joint
together for welding, it became necessary to TIC-tack the butt
joint to hold the dome to the barrel.
As can be seen in fable 6, some ovality and diametric dimensions
still do not represent as good a matchup as necessary. It there-
fore becomes necessary to match two domes that are dimensionally.
•imllar.	 For example, Al was matched to lil and A2 to fit. When
it became necessary to put two domes together that dial not match
well, the smaller of the two was resized with some, but not total,
success. This situation was avoided where possible.
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Llectron beam welding was selected as the joining process for this
program fur two reasons. The majur reason was because an electron
beam-4elded juint has greater as-Mded sLrengLh properties than
a joint that has been affected by the heat of TIC welding;. 	 The
secund reason fur selecting the electron beam weld Leclurique was
that the final weld pass over the joint is essentiall y a cosmetic
pass that tends to smooth uut the cuntour of the weld bead. This
condition was desirable for laying up the fiberglass uverwrap over
the Lank surface. TIC weld beads would necessiLALe grinding; and
tilling; to prevent bridging; of the uverwrap f i laments. 	 lire Martin
MariuLLa BalLimore Division was assigned the responsibilit y Or
welding in Lhis program becaUlu the division has an electron beam
facility available and a successful Long;-Lerm hisLury of electron
beam welding of various Litanium alloys including; 5AQ-2.5 Sn.
The electron beam welding; was perfurmed in a vacuum chamber. All
controls were located and cunLrulled from the outside (See Fig;.
30 and 31). The machine used, a Mudel VK Sciaky electron beam
welder, was uperaLed by a qualified Lechniclan with over 10 years'
experience.	 T y pical weld cunLrul parameters included milliamperes,
voltage, travel speed, focal seLLing, and distance of weld head
from juint..
Weld tooling; !or this program was minimal but effective. A de-
tailed description can be fuund in Martin Marivtt_a manufacturing
process 55M61. A5 shown in M1 1 55M61, Lhe welded details fur the
flume-Lu-fitting; joint were rutated under the electrun beam gun.
The same rotating; concept was emplo y ed for rotation of the dume-
to-barrel weldments. The longitudinal barrel weld was performed
just the uppusiLe, ON Lhe beam gun Lraveling across Lhe sta-
tionary barrel.	 IL became obvious un examination Lhat precision
alignment and extremely close tolerance Mup are ver y important
in performing successful electron beam we'dments. The lack of
Lhis condition and the associated problems are siscussed in the
following paragraphs, which are presented in Lhe same sequence
as followed in the procedure.
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Figure 30 Interior of Electron Beam Vacuum
Chamber Showin}{ 7'i t antum 'Tank
Mounted on Rotating F'ixturr Prior
to Wc1ding Dome-to-carrel Joint
(StaL ionary Weld H-ad Has BeCu
Ad JUSLvd for Proper Elevation all-'.
.Jo ► ut A11},,nnu•nt)
Figure 31 Electron Ream Weld Technician Remotely Aligning EB Weld llead with
Dome-to-Barrel Joint tlsing Optical Scope (After Chamber Has Been
Depressurized to Proper Vacuum)
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1.	 Dome-to-Filtinl; Subas:igIP-11 [ iWu c lank) ^} Imo. 32Z
The unly minor problem in joining this subassembly was caused by
the dumes springing out of shape of ter muLhining the hole frum the
dome apex. To currect the problem, the weld fixture was reworked
to force alignment of tht dome contour to the fitting contour prior
to welding.
Figure 32 Electron Beam Weld Technician
in Weld Chamber Assembling
Dome and End Fitting on Fixture
for Welding
This weldment was performed prior to tr"nming the dome flange.
The flange stiffened the dome and prevented distortion that might
have occurred at the dome-to-barrel interface had the flange been
previously removed. As discussed in another section of this re-
port, hot forming of each dome at the dume-to-barrel interface
became necessary. The procedure of welding the fitting prior to
hot sizing proved to be equally as significant with respect to
distortion. The welded-in fitting also served as an alignment
feature for the hot-sizing fixture and also for the final dome-to-
barrel joint preparation.
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Uume subassemblies were mass-produced so selective matching could
be utilized. Even though lrut siring improved ovality and diametric
continuity, dome subassemblies still varied slightly and were there-
fore selectively matched when possible.
2. Barrel Subassembly
At ter selcrting two Watched dome subassemblies, a barrel was rolled,
[rimed to tit, and machined for welding. because there was no pro-
vision fur access to the final tank closure weld, internal tooling
could nut Le used. The design was therefore engineered to provide
an interlocking step joint at the dume-to-barrel interface.	 This
idea was empluved to replace the normal weld backup tooling con-
cept.	 As anticipated, situp problems occurred (Fig. 33).	 After
S/N 1 failed because of lick of fusion in this joint, a butt joint
was determined necessary to eliminate fit and, hopefully, lack of
fusion problem4. Although the butt joint presented no machining
or fit prublemh, It became necessary t^o TIG-tack the assembly at
about 4-inch intervals around We circumference to bold it to-
gether prior to electron beam welding. Slight but acceptable
porosity and tungsten inclusion difficulties appeared on X-rays
from the 1iG tacking (Fig. 34).
3. Uumu Subassembly- tu - li.rrrel Subasyembly
The first tank liner, S/N 1, was preassombled in the welding cham-
ber so that the barrel section and the two dome subassemblies c:oald
be joined during a single vacuum operation. This required that
both girth joints be radiugraphed in the duuble-wall fashion.
After It was determined that the failure of SO 1 was due to an
undetected lack of fusion, we chan , od the welding; sequence so that
the harrel was joined to a dome subarssembty; that joint was then
subjected to single call x-ray and dye-penetrant inspections, both
inside and out. The Marl mirth weld -- the last weldment, and
the most critical -- still rcquirvd a double-wall x-ray clue to the
lack of suitable access to the interior of the tank.
After SO 1 failed during; the hydrostatic Sizing operation, .r
failure arnalvsis uncovered lack of fusion in the girth joint. A,
a result SO 2. which had been completed, was returned for rework.
Rework consisted of removing; both interlocking; step joints at the
girth. Although a new barrel was used for reassembling; the tank
liner, some volume was lust due to elimination of the old weld
area on both domes. The barrel and domes were prepared for final
welding by machining a straight butt Joint and tack-welding the
barrel and dome together.
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Joint Design
As-,lssombled Joint
(Poor Fitup due to Machining Tolerances and Dome Out-of-Roundness)
Figure 33 Interlocking Joint Concept
Figure 34 TIG Surface-Tack Weld of Barrel-to-Dome
Prior to Performing Electron Beam Weld
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Having seemingly solved the lack of fusion problem by going to
the better fitting butt joint, S/N 2 was welded and returned from
Baltimore to Denver where iL was uverwrapped and sixirig was begun.
S/N 2, however, again tailed in one ut the girth joints and again
due to lack of fusion. Threu areas ut effort were Initiated to
solve the problem. The holding Ilxture In the tlectron beam welder
was dismantled and rewurked to give a mure accurate alignment. 'I he
X-rav technique was investigated and several improvements were made
to upgrade the confidenc- le el of detecting lack of fusion. To
improve the quality Of the weld itself, a study of the effect of
multiple-pass welds was initiated. This program involved three
panels that were welded using a single-pass, a double-pass. and
a triple -pass weld bead.	 :ensile specimens were then removed from
each panel and tested Lu Jetermine the etfecL, if any, on the
strength and qualit y of the quint. the results are shown in
'fable 7.
Figure 35 illustrates the lack of fusion on S/N 2 when the single-
pass weld technique simply missed Lire joint. The only thing hold-
ing Lite joint together was the cosmetic pass over the outside for
smoothing out the c • ntour. the lower portfun of Figure 35 il-
lustrates how the triple -paSS weld technique would solve any mis-
alignment encountered. Due to the acceptable results of the
tensile tests, the reriaining tank liners writ joined at the firth
with three parallel adjacent welds. No furtl ►er lack of fusion
problems occurred in the girth joints.
Normal inspection and acceptance tests of welded tankage were
conducted for this program. Each weld for each subassembly and
the final closure weld were dye-checked and X-rayed for quality
verificatiun (fig. 36, 37, and 38).	 Filter the X-raying and any
weld repairs required were compieted, the Lank liner was subjected
to a proof: pressure test of 30 psis. Tile tank liner was then
thoroughl y dried and a 24-hour lielfum leak test was conducted.
Every t.inic liner passed all ae:ceptance tests the first time as
recorded in the tank processine logs.
jkle i 1'ensiiv Test RUSUILs lur Multiple-:	 . vctron Bvam
Weldments
t t N,
	_
t
to
Coupun Win. (,N/cm	 llb/in.	 (N/cm	 )
1 lU3,1UU (71,U84) 117,801) (61,2-0
2 94,000 (64,810) 118,bU0 (81,771)
3 lUb,UUU (73,U64) 118,9UU (81,978)
4 1U8,,UU (74,739)
(72,877)
118,.U(i (41,496)
UUUble
	
1'.1 1 105,7Uu 116,400 (80,254)
2 105,200 (73,532) 115,600 (79,703)
3 104,4UU (71,981) 116,500 (80,323)
4 106,000 (13,084) 117,10(1 (80,737)
Triple	 Pa-,^ 1 104,3UU (71,912) 117,300 (80,875)
2 1U6,70U (73,567) 117,100 (80,737)
3 1U5,6UU (72,808) 117,200 (8U.d06)
106,1UU (73,1:,3) 117,600 (81,08-))
Note:	 Parent material design all:wables: 	 (5A-2.5SN
titanium),
f t`	 -	 95	 ksi	 -	 eensile yield,
t	 110 ksi - tvnsile ulti:r.stc.
to
Electron Ream ',.'eld of f (4^ of Joint
'^ w
Triple Pass Plus Cosmetic Pass
Figure 35 Defective Single-Pass Electron Beam
Weld and Proper 'triple-Pass Weld
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6LACK AND L" KITE: F iDTOGRAPH
The ve —,uls were tllament-ovurwrappud in butte a lathe winder (IIg.
39) and a --olar ..under (Fig. 40) using 20 end S/HTS glass roving
impreglIated with E790 resin under h ' 1 pounds tension. Prior to
overwr.ippinp, the vessels were cleaned with deionlzed waetr and
wiled with methyl-vchyl ketone. The first wrap on each vessel
cunslsted ut six huup layers (22 threads /inch each) wound using
the lathe winder. '!he width of the hoop lavers covered the cylin-
drical sectlun of the .-cssel and was faired approximately 1 Inch
into each dome to p. w ide a smooth silhuurtte fur subsequent pul.ii
wrapping. The distribution of the material in the first six wraps
varied trum vessel to vessel, depending on the length of tilt , Lvlin-
drical ,cc tfun and tiw girth weld profiles.
'lilt, v y -,"el was then transl,.rreJ to the pular winder.	 For vessels
'.:ith g elds that caused a profile mismatch, tIberglass cluth doIIie-,,
imprvy!n.ited with the same resin used for winding, were placed over
Lilt, end buss/dome junctions.	 Yular wrapping cunsisted of five
complete layer st,ts. Each layer set comprised a 36-ribbon pattern.
Each ribbon was appruximately2.1 Inches wide with a roving density
within the ribbon of 15 threads/inch. 	 This pattern resulted In 10
pular lavers in the cylindrical Secitun and requir ' appruxlmatyly
56UU revolutions of the payoff ,irm to compl y tc. 'lhc vessel was
then returned to the lathe winder. T\;• ent •. • -four 7-mil-thick by
..Inch-wide b y S inch-luny; titanium Strips were placed on the
c"lindrical suction, perpendicular to the hoop wrapping, with 3-
inch spaying between the ~trips. Th y t,ndS of the tit.nium strips
were bent up to prevent migration of the hoop wraps toward cite
dome. 1he remaining 14 lavers of hoop material were then wound
on the vessel, 13 at 22 threads/inch, and one at 24 threads/Inch,
which c• omplett-d the :indin} operat'on.
After the wLiding, tilt- vessel was cured in a cam-cuntrolled oven
fur .' hours at 150°F:,nd 4 hours at 300°F. Records of the roll
numbers of tilt raving, weights used in the various process steps,
ar.d other pertinent fabrication data were maintained on the indi-
vidu,il vcsst•1 tabricatioil lugs.
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SFigure 39 Fiherpinss-Ovem rnpped Tank on Lathe Prior to
Addin t, Hoop Wraps un Cylindrical Section of Tank
.^ -SOWl— '
Ik
AAi
Figure 40 Fiberglass-Overwrapped Tank on
Polar Wrap Winding Fixture
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IV.	 SI%Iti(; A.ND 'I'LSIING
-----------------------------------------------------------------
The planned test program Ior th y: Iiberglass uverwrapped titanium
tankage consisted of two types of tests--burst and cycling. the
quantity and temperature envirunmenL are given in 'fable n.
lable d Quantity and Lnvi ru[unent of lest 'tanks
'lest
Type
Number of	 Tanks Tu	 be 'lested
lemperatury
750
	 r	 20'	 F -423"F	 '-	 2(r"1
BUrtit
C}'CliC at	 3360 psi at	 336U psi
Prior to conducting the test program, vach tank was scheduled for
a sizing operation that would place the tank lin^!r in compression
and the fiberglass overwrap in tension. 'lhis was to be accom-
plished by hydrostatically pressurizing the tank to 44eJ psi at
75°F and then venting the tank to zero psi. The si 	 -)peration
was to establish the proper stress relationship between the liner
and overwrap to allow optimum performance during operating condi-
tions.
'Pest plans for sizing; and burst tests and cyclic tests can be found
In the appendix of this report.
The test program did not develop as I !i rined. Due to performance
inadequacies of the manufactured tankage, as previously described,
only two tanks completed the sizing procedure without prematurely
failing (see Table 9 for the sizing and test performance Summa-
tion).
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"lable ')	 Sizing and Ivst i'crfurmance SumtnaLiun
iall .
Serial
.
1
, i zir' g
I'res^ur^^
Iaut s L
i'erturma: cc :umber
Ut
Cycles
Pressuiv
at	 '.+i lure
N cm
j
:.icm N/cm-
o. lb/Iii. x	 10 i1.)	 in.	 x	 lU at	 75 0 1 lb/in. x lU
i '2UU 15.16
1400 9.61)
1531 10.55
3854 26.56
366U 25.23
4527 31.20 •'1 3350 23.09
..69 30. 80 5U62 34.89 5062 34.89
3462 23.66
All tanks were illsLrumented with LVll1s (linear variable displace-
mer,L Lransturmers) in buLh the huup and lungiLudinal directions
un L,iu tank (Fig. 41 and 42).	 In addition, loop and longitudinal
strain gages were mounted on 5/N 5 and 6. lllis was dune as an
experiment to determine if the LVWt, mounted un the standoffs on
the tank and the strain gages cemented Lu the fiberglass Lank
surtace wuuld read out comparable strains.	 In Guth cases, it
was determined that the strain gages transmitted good strain cur-
relaLiotl With Llle predicted strains frum the cumputer but not
with the LV1)'ls (see discussion in following paragraph).
Table lU summarizes the strain data recorded for all Lanks and
Figures 43 Lhru 54 show cumpleLe pressure versus strain curves
for each tank. Figure 55 illustrates pressure versus strain as
predicted by the computer. Figure 56 illustrates the chamber ur
enclosure In which each tank was first sized and later tested.
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Figure 42 Top
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Figures 43 through 47. 49, 51, and 53 ill,istrate the strain curves
venerated b y
 plotting , LVDT test data during the sizin g. operatiun un
each tank. Figures 48 and 54 cumplement figures 47 and 53, re-
sprc.tively, with regard to data taken irum the slzing operation.
Strain gages wert mounted un S/N 5 and ii to verify I.VU'1 accuracies.
As can be nuted, the hoop INUI and the hoop strain gage data suc-
cessfully complement each uthier. 	 However, the longitudinal LVUT
an.' !iie longitudinal strain gage data du nut cumplement each
other.	 It is cun(luded that the longitudinal LVDIs on all tanks
did not tunction prt,per f 	or unexplainable- reasons.	 7'o support
this conclusion, I - figure 55, which plots pre^r,ure versus -' tratn as
predicted by the computer, has been included. 'this curve snows a
generally equal strain condition in both the hoop and longitudinal
dirt.- lions as it should per the deSign criteria of this prugtam.
Figures 48 and 54, the Strain curves generated from strain gage
data, verify the desired cundiliun and therefore negate all LVD'i
longitudinal curves as plotted.
Figure 50 is the strain curve generated in the first cycle pres-
sure test of S/N 6. Succeeding cycles are nuL plotted since they
essentially duplicate the tirsL cycle.
Figure 52 is the strain curve generated during ambient burst test
of S/V 7.	 It iti interesting as well as predictable to note that
there are residual strains in S/:: 7 after it was sired and de-
pressurized. No atteript has been initiated to draw any conclu-
sions from these data because S/N 7 was the oniv tank tested in
this manner.
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Figure 48 SIN 5 Sizing Test, Strain Gages
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Figure 52 S/N 7 Burst Test
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A tool-proofing prututype and eight pruduction tanks were labri-
cated for testing, p remature fallures in the hvdrutitati- Sizing
operations prevvnteL the Iull tiEries of Lest~ Irum being con-
dut_ted (Table 11).	 It Is worth noting; that evtn though hydru-
static burst pre^ ,,urvL^ exceeded AUU psi, lit.tly or no iragment. ► -
tiun of the titanium liner ur of tl;e ovr-rwrap material occurred.
The firsL	 erfvs of faflures took place In the Kitth jolnt^,.
1;1h I" I I
	 (werwraoved 'lank Periorman^v Sunw1Jry
lank
tierlal
'.u.
T, v r
etgitt,
lb	 (kg)
Uverwrap
weight,
lb	 (k8)
lank luta1
.Jaiglit.
1b	 (k`)
'lank	 Volu ,•.
Frlor	 to',izin k ,
In.,	 (m 5 )
ank Volutae
,After
	 S1xirig
In. ) ( r	 )
an„
Iat lu g u	 1 , rwhbul
pHi	 (t./cm	 )
.5.0	 (20.4) 27.0
	
(12.2) 71.0	 (31.0) .1.0
	 (0.116) - .22U.0	 (1^1U.0)
.2.6	 (19.3)
I
26.2	 (16.6) 66.6	 (31.2) ( . 182.0	 (0.111) -- 145U.0
	
(999.0,
.1.5	 (lb.6) 26.9	 (12.2) 6b.4	 (31.0) 1	 %1.0	 (0.112) 1j31.0	 (1U55.U)
.4.8
	 (20.3) 27.2	 (12.!) 72.0	 (32.6) 1129.0	 (0.116)
--
5654.0
	
(2656.U)
3.0	 (19.5) 10.0	 (13.6) 73.0	 (33.1) 1131.0	 (0.118) -- t,6U.0
	 (2523.0)
.1.5	 (18.6) 27.7	 (12.5) 69.2	 (31.3) 7058.0	 (0.115) 7161.0	 (U.11.) 3350.0*	 (2309.0)
7 .3.3	 (19.6) 27.7	 (12.5) 71.0	 (32.2) 7266.0	 (U.119) 5.'7.0	 (0.120) ,061.0	 i.69.U)
h
_-
2.0	 (19.0) :6.0	 (1:.:) O.0	 (31.7) '1)36.0	 (U.11,) 32.0	 )	 6.0)
^".	 •-AS	 sized
	 at	 prig.	 I u.:,, •. ,ng	 the	 rizL)g	 operation,	 L).t	 C.tlin	 wa,	 -}' „.t	 •,t.	 amblenL	 Lempc)
at....	 from 100 polg
	 to	 1360 paig.	 During t1kv	 49th cycle,
	 S/N 6	 failed at	 3350 paig.
	
A pressure
deca,-	 raLe of 21	 pain/roc confirmed tank failure during	 the attempted 50th cyclq.
S/N 7 war sized at 4469 paig. 	 Folluwing the alzing operations, 	 the tank wad	 taken to ambient burst
pressure,	 5062	 paig.
^3
S/N 1 failure analysis indicated Chat the failute was due to the
electrun beam partially missing the joint. The delect was cac.ou-
flaged by the combillation of cite cosmetic pass and the near dif -
fusiun bund created I)v the close fit and elevated temperatuie.
The welding; sequence used oil 	 first two tanks made a double-
wall radiugraph mandatory.	 Difficulty in Interpreting; the duuble
wall X-ray added to the problem of acceptance testing. UltinlateIv
S/N 1 was cut apart at the girth joints, remachined, and joined
with a new cvlindrical section. Since S/N 1 sustained heavy
scratches on the tank liner surface When the overwrap was re-
moved, it became a pr)totvpe fur liner rewurk i ng but was not over-
wrapped or tested.
S/N 2 failed in the same manner, even though prior to testing it
had been reworked as S/N 1 had been. Figure 57 show-4 the joint
indicating a lack of fusion.	 As indicated ill 	 portions of
this report, the holding fixtures were reworked a-id the entire
radiographic process revised. in tlhe process of attempting to
rework the girth welds of the rer;aining tanks, the "erial num-
bers of the tanks no longer reflected the chronological order
of fabricatiun or test.
Figure 57 Origin of Failure at Girti ► .loint.; Machining Marks indicate
Lack of fusion ('Typical of S/N 1 and S/N 2)
V
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S/N 2 and S/N 3 (which also failed in the girth prematurely) could
not be reworked because not enough cylindrical section of the
domes wa4 let t for ret,v 1 el i ng because they had bvi-n mach i lied f or
the girth joint three times.
After the welding; equipment had been reworked and the three-pass
weld developed for the girth weld (Fig. 58), S/N 3 was the only
tank to fail in the girth welt!.	 Its failure mode, shown in Fig-
ure 59, Indicates a crack fit
	 area con Laminated by mild steal
that was melted and splattered from the weld h,)Icling fixture while•
performing the weld.
S/N 4 burst at 3854 psi during the hydrostatic sizing uperatlon.
This was the first tank that fill led outside the girth weld. 	 !n
this case, the failure was initiated at the dome-Lo-fILtIng joint
(Fig. 6U). The cause of failure appeared to be a combtnLation of
a lack of ductility (11g. 61 and 62) and joint mismatch.
	 the
mismatch was not a typical joint misalignment, but appeared cu
be a condition referred to as "sink-In" brought abuut as the
flume-to-fitting Joint shrunk under pressure while cooling after
the weldment had been completed. A fix for correcting the "sink-
in" effect utilizing hot forming is shown in Iigure 63. 	 Refer to
Table 12 for the forming; prucess.
S/.N 5 failed at 366U psi during the hydrostatic sizing operation
(Fig. 64).	 This Is the only Lank that failed in the longitudinal
joint of the cylindrical band (I'it!. 6 ) ).	 The failure area appeared
to have been cunt..minated by an iron inclusion when a purLiun of
the carry-through bulL th,ct was a part of the weld tooling par-
tially melted during welding. This was nut detected by X-ray(Fig. 66).
Figure 59 S/N 3 Failure in Girth .Joint
due to Weld Contamination
Electron Seam Weld M i T. of Joint
'lr ple-Pass Plus Cosmetic Pass
Figure 58 Detective Single Pass Llectron Beam
Weld and Proper 'Triple-Pass Weld
Fracture After Removal of Fiber-
glass
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Ftgure 61 T'hotograpli of S/N 4 Showinfi Weld Fracture
t%itli Arrows Indicating Approximate
Orrin of Failure
Figure 62 Photograph of S/N 4 Fracture from
Ins ide the 'Tank
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!able 1-1
	
Manul .ictur i ng Process 1 Ur IIUL-I orming Doll!!' -to -I
 it L i 11g C, )11L.Jnl'
0 , .van dome and f ILL ing well assembl y , acetone wipe to remove all di r.,
^re,ise, and Iureign matter Irom inside and outside surt aces .
•	 , ply I.verluhe '1-50 to dome and I itLing weld assembly.	 1'se ,pray gut;
L., apply a 1fghL even coat to both fn,ide a11J outside surt aces.	 Air-
dry it room temperature fur 1 Hour.
• l'usltion Jome with Iitttng doWn into circular press ring bottom.
0 1'osiLion Inside pressure ring tool to dume and locate assembly in
hvdraulic press.
• .',ppl heat (acetylCne torch) ,ind pressure (35 Lo 40 Loins') simult.,iuL'uusly'
Lo eliminate joggle. ,Apply heat mainly un tool and do not exceed
1600°1'.	 Mon itor with surface pyrometer. Cool while under pressure.
I * Inspect assembly. Repeat operaLiun if JUggl y or offset is not rv-
muved.
• Remove assembly from press, remove pressure rings, and clean to remuve
Lverlube T-50 using the followin>! procedure:
Clean using McLhod I per ?11'50063;
Dye penetr ant. inspect;
Radiographic inspect.
^
Circular Press Ring
	 /I
(Top)'
Joggle NN-
1l
liter Forming	 Before Forming
Titanium Dome
--,y	 J o g g l e
Circular Press Ring
(Bottom)
^— Titanium Fitting
Figure 63 Hot-Forming Schematic
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Figure 64 Photograph of S/N 5
Showing the As-Failed
Configuration; Arrov.,
Indicates Approximate
Origin of Fracture
	
Figure 65 Photograph of S/N > Showing
Exposed Fracture Surface:;
Arrow Indicates Failure
Origin
Figure 66 Photomacrograph of Fracture Surface on
S/N 5; Arrow Shows Origin of Failure
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S/1 6 was successfull y sized at 4527 prig. Following the hydro-
static sizing, it was checked for volume increase and then
cycled at 75°F between 100 and 3360 psi. On the 49th cycle,
there was an !ndtcatic,n of a prubaLle failure. On the 50th
cycle a pressure decay of -)I psis; /SUC cuttt i rined the failure and
the test was stepped. Figure 67 shows the tank as tailed and
prior to the tailure analysis.
rigure 6/ Photograph of S/N 6 Showing As-Failed
Configuration
Since the leak on S/h 6 was very small, it was determined that
the glass overwrap would have to be completely stripped by hand
before the leak area could be determined. After the liner had
been stripped, a pressure creek at 40 psi did not reveal the
leak point. Finally, the liner was baked at 350°F for 1 hr.
V-8
An
A helium leak check revealed the le-.,k to be .n the parent material
(Fig. 65 and 69). Dissection of the specimen at the tailure point
indicates tl ►e possibIIfty of stress corrosion (Fig. 70 and 11).
In addition, the microstructure near Lite failure point appears to
have a grain boundary precipitant typical of overanneaiing or
over he.+ting. Figures 72 and 73 show comparisons of nurmal "clean"
micrustructure versus the "di ty" microstructure near the failure
point.
5/N 7 was hydrostatically sized aL 4469 prig. The volume at ter
sizing was determined to be 7327 in. 	 The vessel was then hydro-
statically pressurizu,l at 75°F to burst. The tank fail,•d at
5062 prig (Fig. 74). The failure initiation point was in the
girth weld. Analysis indicated the failure was due to slr.;ple
overpressure witli no Met, ► llurgical cause fur tai1ore.
Figure 68 Photograph of S/N 6 Showing
Leak Area
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Figure 69 Photomacrograph Showing Fracture of S/w 6 Located
on the Exterior of the Dome at Station 59
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Figure 70 Cross Section of Failure Area un SIN 6
Looking at End of Crick Shown on Figure 67
I	 •
Figure 71 Section of SIN 6 Failure Looking at Edge
of Fracture That Follows Grain Boundaries
(Magnification, 250X)
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Figure 72 Photomicrograph of Normal "Clean"
Microstructure (100X)
Figure 73 Photomicrograph of the Micro-
structure Through the Leak Area
of S/N 6 "Tote the "Dirty"
Microstru.-,re and Crain Boundary
Precipitant, 250X)
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FL; gur y 74 S/:' i afLvr Failing aL 5062 psi (tioLu Lhe Lack of Frag-
mVuLaLion u  SIlaLLcring of Ovurwrap `1atcrial)
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S/N 8 failed prematurely during hydrostatic sizing at 3432 prig
(Fig. 75). The Initiation point oppearwd to be at the dome -tu-
end fitting Joint an indicated in Yigure 7b and wan dur to lack
of fusion (rig. 77).
9,
A	
Fissure 75 Phutugrahh of 'tank S/N A Shnwinp
Y the An-Failed Confipuratl"n
(Arrows indicate Subsurface
Fracture)
Figure 76 Phutograph of 'Tank SO 8 Showing;
Exposed Fracture Surface
(Arruws Indicate Approxin"te
Urigin of Failure)
Figure 77 Photomacrograph of SO h
Fracture Surface Showing
Lack of Fusion at Dome-to-
Fitting .Joint
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Analvsis to Support Design
Revi:sio a to Employ Chemical Milling 	 I
A-17
m
i
A::ALY ti 1 S TO SUPPORT DESIGN REVISION TO I.MPLOY CHIN I CAL 1 1 11 1.I. I NG
-•------------------------------------------------------- -----
Flyurus showing head sha-pe-,, t,sicknesses, and stresses for two
liner thickness variation schemes arc included here. 1he method
of anal ysis and comp. ► ter prograT used to obtain these results are
given in the Interim report.* the major difference in the schemes
I-, in the smaller thickness value and the locations at which thick-
nesses are chanWed. These results are plotted like those of the
interim report and are directl y comparable.
A third head shape is included for Lumparison. It was tarken from
the Interim report and :S labeled "cuntinuously % ,,rying liner
thickness." It shows that the three head shapes are only slightly
different. Weights, volumes, and sume critical stresses are given
in the attached table fur the three schemes. 	 It shows t`:at the
two-step 0.156, 0.120 inch scheme is only 2.13 pounds heavier than
. p ie continuously varying scheme o1 the interim report.
sS I,TLIIIARY
Cuntinuously
Varying
Liner	 ihickness •
2-Step
0.156	 -	 U..
1-Step
0.156	 -	 U.I.%
Liner	 Thickness	 in
LvIinder,	 in. U.156 0.156 U.156
Design
	 Pressure,	 psi ^,600.0 5,600.0 5,600.0
Vessel contained Volume,
in. 7,223.0 7,232.0 1,142.0
V—,el Weight,	 lb ('2.".3 b1.f32 "".16
'faximum Filament Stress.
Psi 375,000.0 ,t)7,000.o 345,000.0
Maximum Liner Stress	 in
htA	 'after	 Sizing,	 psi -110,200.0 -116.000.0 -N1.000.0
Liner
	 Stiess	 in CVlinL;er
i;tei	 S i zin g ,	 psi -69.000.0 -69,000.0
*Composite Ove2 ,wrapped 1•letallic Tanks, interim heport, INASA
CR-72756, October 1971.
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100
200
NY
:n
N
w
o:
U)
End Boss-
400
N
N
w 300
P • 5600 psi
End Boss	 T 160° F
z
w
_J
200
15	 10	 LENGTH,	 inches
75	 STATIONS, Nils.
	 50	 25	 I
SCHEME 2-STEP, .156 -.109
L!NER, Meridanaf
/mss 	 --^ ------
`.J	
^—LINER, Hoop
	
15	 10	 ARC LENGTH, 5 inches	 0
Q ^I—	 —J	 --- --- —1---- — -^
75 STA'i IONS, N g,,.	 50	 25	 1
	
--	 1	 -- -- --- 1	 I	 I
SCHEME 7-STEP, .156 -.109
^J	 '
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—160-
1.0
I
SIZING. P n 4480psi, T ► 75• F
BURST: P n 5600 pf , T • 160• F
w nr i eur_ru	 .... ^.
/	 75 STATIONS, Nss.	 50	 25	 II
I _	 I	 J
SCHEME 2-STEP, .156-.109
120
Y Bo-
g
	
15
Cr
t-
01—
J
Q
z
o - 40
cr
w
2
Cr — 60
Z_J
—120
FILAMENT THICKNESS
w
U2
.. 
0.5^
0.0
\^ \	 LINER THICKNESS
SCHEME 2-STEP,.156-.120
End Boss -	 — — — —
15	 10	 ARC LENGTH S inches
	 0
75	 STATIONS, NQS.
	
50	 25	 I
Liner and Filament Thickness
A -22
400
a
Y
V)N
WQ 300
^	 I
F-
Z
W
Q
_J
I
200 1
ARC LENGTH,	 inches
STATIONS,
	
Nils
----7-
200
NY
W 100
H
FILAMENT
P= 3360psi
T - 160° F
75	 50	 25	 I
SCHEME 2-STEP. 156-.120
LINER, MEridionol
LINER, Hoop
End Boss--j
'	 ARC LENGTH, inches
10	 S	 Q
o _11__---1-	 I	 1
715 STATIONS, N vs 50	 215	 jI
SCHEME 2-STEP, .156-.120
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Failure Analysis of Titanium Domes
That Cracked Turing Explosive-Forming
Development Phase
(Februar y and March 1970)
A-25
I'A 1 LURE ANALYSIS OF '1 1'1AN I L'M 1x1"11.5 '1 IL11 LKACKLU DURING EXPLOS 1 VL-
l'u1L"11:;(. U1 V1.1.OI'MLNI PIL il. (1 1.11KUARY A:;1) MAIRCH 197U)
1 N'rROUI! t."1' I ON
Two titanium domes (5Ak-2.5Sn) fabricated by explusive turming
for :;A`)'A Cur.tracL NAS3-12023. along with Strips ut the a::-received
material, were rece i ved in the laburatury tur investigatiun.
B,I LCT
111e object ut the investigatiun was to determine cause of failure
,urd to recurrunend a fix for the prublem.
CONCLUSION
The a ,;-received material was nut properl y
 annealed as supported
by microstructural analysis.
RECOMMENUA1 IONS
%nneal all raw material at 1650°F for
	 hours In a vacuum and
furnace-cowl. Du nut use an y
 domes that have been formed withuut
this .annealing cvcle from the start because of pussible induced
mi,rucracks.
A-27	 N ►+^(^±xNG } ' f' ..t tP.AlrM r4 r !'l i k M4LJ
1' ROC LDL'kE
File origins of Ia ilute in each ut the	 failed domes wt-i4• de-
termined b y the tulluwing piuL,-lure-.:
1) Specimens taken from tic.-r the urigin of tailuit , were micru-
examined for stabi lize .elpha cuntamindtiun un the tiurtace.
Interstitl:ll Luntaminati( , r was determined b y m.iking micru-
hardness measurements;
2) The procedure in 1) was repeated un specimens taken trum tine
unformed as-received plate >,ectiun ,^ repre ,4enting .c i.liled
flume and a guud flume.
'File as - received plate representing une Ialled dune and une guud
dome leas Chemicall y anal y zed.	 ihis ana l':sl s was cumluired w i tli
that of the vendur.
Several specimens in the as -received cunditlull were chetn-milk,:
and machine milled.	 These specimens were mechanicall y t(, tiecd in
the IungitudinaI, lung tr.itisver!.v, and c')° directIUlIS tor:
1) Fast strain rate (approximately 1 in./in./minute);
2) ::urmal strain rite (0.005 in./i.n./minute).
The anneal cvcle was determined as fulluws:
1) Three specimens each were annealed fur 1 huur at each of the
fulluwing temperatures--130 1j, 1400, 1.50, 1500, l')')O, 160U,
and 1650°F. All specimens were micruexamined and mechanically
tested in the sac- direction.
2) At highest elungatlun and lut.est piuld strength, three spec.-
mens each were annealed fur 1, 2, b, 8, .ins :4 l:,.)ur,.	 :111
specimens were micruexamined and mechanicall y tested ill the
same direction as in 1).
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KP,ULTS
`ticroexaminatiun ut crew svctiunv token tram We- 14&1 1%!d are ,, ut
the twu Jurus C-2. and D-3 revealed no eviden( a ut ali)lia ,,tale.
the rr.Icru,,tructure was preduminantly but-rolled-textured (Fl g. 1)
Several areas of crosshatch cracking were observed in the micru-
,,tructure dear the failed area s (YIg .
. 4
Figure I Photomicrograph of I 'r	 '^ectinn
at IOOX from failure Area of Dome
C-2 Showing taut-Kull 'lexture
Ilk
'^`",L+
►^'1^. ^I +tom! ^ ^' .1^^...
 
-. 
'r 	 `	 ` 1^^
Ali «t	 x yri2ni•tea
Figure 2 Photomicrograph of Cross Section
at lOOX from Failure Area ut Dome
D-3 Showing Crosshatch Cracking;
A-29
ss..
"Mic rue \ar•.inatiun of a cro,t, '+ect,lun tal•.etr Crum the as-reLVi'.rJ
plate u^va for LhM failed dumar revealed no ovidencv of alpha
scale.	 the micrustructure wa} similar to Lh.it in the dume raileo
ate.,-, without the area', of crubshat-.h cracking (jig. 3).	 the
,tru..tuIe did rT' , t a&pptar to be . ► nnea led -
'
to i^ '6 •t^ 	 r^^	 • 1'	 ` '	 r ,	 T^ .
 
ft
Figure 3 Photomicrograph: of Longitudinal Cross See-
L1.011 at lUUX if At - Received "C" Ylat,.
The chemical analysis reported by Lhij vendor and the anal y sis made
b •: `Martin ?Marietta of ~ample>i from the as-received plate are
tabulated.
LLLMLN'l VLNDO V %%MIN MARILi1A
A.,	 ;;. 5.2 15.34,	 6.43,	 5.31,	 5.86
tiff,	 Y 2.6 2.71,
	
2.611,	 2.65,
	
2.66
11,	 ppm 61 iii,	 79,	 71,	 93
.J,	 ppm 1090 565,	 556,	 4413,	 641
::,	 ppm 120 431,	 262,	 30.,	 335
Although the Mar LIii "Marietta analysis showed :rome dif ferences from
the anal y sts of the vendor, it showed the material to be in the
range of 5A.-2.5SN alloy and no excessive amuunt of interstitial
content was observed.
Tukon microhardness tests run on cross sections of the C dome and
C dome as-received material shoved nu significant differences in
hardness at the edge and the hardness in the center. However,
the hardness was inconsistent throughout the cross section indi-
cating that the material was significantl y nonhomoge'rr'outi.
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the averaged' fen4full tetil re,uILs reputIed by the vendur and the
M.Irtin Marietta tens iun test result-. .,re cumpa.ed In the tulluwinK
tahulati Oil .
Ito,	 ,i	 I cy, ksi	 t, 2 1n.
IRA.NSVLRSL, MAkll:; `L ► kIE:T1A	 1.b.5	 125.4	 (1
	
VL::IXIk	 126.1	 120.9	 .5 (1500°F for 112	 1
	
VLNLHIt	 1115.0	 115.0	 14.0 (15UU°F fur 1/4
1.()N(ii'IhUI:.AI., MARI1:. MAX ILIIA	 127.9	 121.6	 11.5
VL:'Uihi(	 122.b	 111.1)	 ...0 (15UU °F fur 112 hrJ
VLXUI)k
	
121.5	 112.0	 ;--5 (1')OO'E fur 1!'. hr)
*AII Martin MaI.etta averaged data ate Irum Lhrce Lest point,.
Fill-st• tc-'tt j  '^1Ilt • . sh- , .I t -ISIdetal.lt •
 dlfferenc'e in tllt • vic•Id
strt • I,gth 1 , ,•tt,t vii the M.Irt in Marietta and vendor data, with the
Mart In Mat ittta rt- y uIt -; show ing a higher value than the vendor
result~.
fhe following is 'I romp,Iri .. i.(if the `1.hI t i I Mar It'I t., ,ivcragt-o*
Letts ion test result on tht• .t,-recelvt•-I „ I.ht e mat- I I ^I and Hit
acs-rt•t• eived 1, 111-; c11 "ITI-milled hoot skit ., .
1 RAINSVLRSL
tIUDl.'.AI.
I tu,	 krl i Fty,	 ks i /.e,	 I
'As-Rece(Vt'd 128.5 125.. 15.0
0	 005	 in./minute 12 7. 9 121.6 17.5
Strain	 Ratt • 111.9 117.3 15.0
As-Recelvtd 135.0 -- 1-1.5
1	 in./minute 132.1 -- 14.i
Strain	 Raft . 121.b -- 1(.,.:
(.hem-Milled 128.7 123.2 .'1.1
0.005
	
in./minute 128.6 121.7 12.b
Strain	 Ratt• 111.7 11-.0 15.i
Chem-Milled 134.7 - 10.9
1	 in./minute 135.3 13.5
Strain Rate 126.8 13.7
*All	 Martin Marietta averaged 	 d:Ita are	 Irum
three	 test	 points.
These data show an increase in Itu when tested at Lihe higher ~train
rate ( 1 in./minute). The data also dhow a slight decrease in
ductility as a result of chemical milling. 	 this can be explained
by the fact that the outer edges of the pl.Ite exihibited.I I i.,er
grain structure tihan Lite center purtiun of tlht: l,late and that the
chemical milling therefore remuved sumo of the mure ductile layer
of the plate.
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The tollowing I!, a .:oniparison of Lhv avet-ged (three apecimcns)
Lension teat results of the :.nnvalinr; cycle deLermination. 	 'their
correspunding grain structure cumpar:sun Is shown In Iigures 4
thru 17.
Annealed 1 Hour at lempvraLure, 'transverse Specimens
, empvra tU rv,	 "i ILu,	 ksi ILy,	 ksi in I 
1 3O 1-16.8 123.3 -- rig.
1400 125.6 121.7 14.8 !'1g.	 5
1440 111.0 113.7 -- FIg.	 ()
1500 121.7 117.6 16.7 I'ig.	 7
1545 119.9 116.1, 17.5 FIg.	 8
100 120.0 116.5 17.3 Fi g, 	 y
1660 117.3 114.3 16.2 1'i	 g .	 lu
Anne aled -' iluurs at 'lempersture, Iran-, , crse Specimens
ier.;perature,	 °I' FLU,	 ks, l Ly,	 ksi ie,	 2	 in. Mir ru
17UG 115.6 113.3 16.9 Fig.	 11
1750 116.1 113.4 15.2 11g.	 12
Annealed af. 1600°F for Designated 'lime, 1'ransver^e Specimen
1 ime,	 hr Ftu,	 ksi l L •: ,	 ksi e,	 2	 in. M1tcru
1 117.9 114.2 16.3 Fig.	 13
116.6 114.1 16.8 Fig.	 1:
116.0 114.0 17.5 F'ig.	 15
li 115.9 113.9 15.G rig.	 16
24 1	 113.5 1 10. 6 1	 13.5 1	 fig.	 1.
As a re ,,ult of the 1-hour tests and the 2-hour tests at higher
temperature,
	
L was decided that the ductility (rty and ;.e) would
be best at :,,ound 1650°I'. Subsequent tests at different times
showed the best combination of FLY, e, and gr .-'in structure to
be arounu a 4-hour anneal at 1660°r.
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roure 4 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 10OX of C Plate, Annealed
1 hour at 1300°F
Figure 5 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Uross
Section at 100X of C Plate, Annealed
1 hour at 1400°F
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Figure 6
• ,	 ^;5;#
Photomicrograph of Longitudinal ^rose
Section at 10OX of C Plate, Annealed
1 hour at 1440°F
..yr	 ,♦ 	 P	 y
^ltlp+,^^^?r`T+
ot,lnr
 , .^	 1 f	
a
  
^ y r
Figure 7 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 100X of C Plate, Annealed
1 hour at 1500°F
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Figure: 8 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section aL 10OX of C PlaLL:, Annealed
1 hour at 1545°1'
t
at 	 Irti `'
Figure 9
y c
a
Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 100X of C Plate, Annealed
1 Hour at 1600°F
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I
.1
^sa tr!''yF^li^ ^0
Figure 10 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 100X of C Plate Annealed
1 hour at 1660°1'
w -
I	 ^
Figure 11 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 100X of C Plate Annealed
2 hours at 1700°F
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Figure 12 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Sect"Dn at lUUX cf C Plat y Annealed
2 hours at 1750°F
Figure 13 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at lUUX of C Plate Anneaied
1 hour at 1660°F
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Figure 14 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 100X of C Plate Annealed
2 hours at 1660°F
t
Figure 15 Photomicrograph of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 10OX of C Plate Annealed
4 hours at 1660°F
A-38
ingitudinal Cross
Plate Annealed
4
Figure 16 Pliotomicrograpli of Longitudinal Cross
Section at 10OX of C Plate Annealed 8
Fours at 1660°F
Investigation of Dome Iailtires during;
Explosive forming and Annealing;
(Jun(- 1970)
A-41
PitEULWAi PASSE b;. . Ai ol( Wff t !► MF:1
INVESTIGATION Ui	 IA1LLRI.S UhK1:%G l_XPLUSIV.. I4)RIM1NG AND
ANNEALING (JUNE 1910)
IN 1 RoDLC'l I ON
Although liners for the composite uverwiapped tank, were to be
made from ellipsoidal domes explosively fu rined from titanium
')A-2.^Sn alloy elate, cracking; problems were experienced and,
at the date this report was prepared, no dume^, iiad been success-
tu11v formed. Cracks developed at various point, of the forming;
cycle.	 'ihe uriyinal forming; cycle Conbi5ted of two forming; uper-
ations with an Intermediate anneal. Using, this cycle, two domes
cracked during; forming. An invest igatiun was conducted to deter-
mine the cause of these f.ii lures, resulting; in the cun,:lusiun
that the plate stuck had not bccu pruperly conditioned fur form-
ing.	 1'he annealed titanium 5A,-2.5Sn plates had been procured to
commercial requirements Crum Reactive Metals, lnc.
	
It was sub-
sequentl y learned that two prucess/annvaIIny, Treatments had been
used to treat the lot of 14 plates, either 1', inures It 1500°F
or 30 minutes at 1500°F. 'lwc;lve of the plates received the 30-
minuLe anneal and two the 15-minute anneal. Regardless of which
cycle was used, the plate had a highly directic:lal rather Lharu an
equiaxed grain structure, anJ relatively low elung;atiun. As a
part of the studv, an annealing; cycle was developed to recover the
p late material, that is, to develop a predominantly equiaxed grain
structure wi tl, Nigher elong;atiuns and better lurmahi 1 i ty.	 'Ihruug h
test, an annealing; cycle of 4 hours at 1660°F was established.
The tests demonstrated that this annealing treatment developed a
predominantly equiaxed grain structure in the plate and raised
the elongation from an as-received low of J2% to 17% (in	 in.)
minimum.
On the basis of the investigation, the forming cycle was changed
to:
1) Vacuum - anneal 4 hours at 1660''F and furnace-cool at 300°1' per
hour;
2) First Explosive-forming operation, partial draw;
3) Clean and vacuum-anneal, same cycla as 1) above;
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4) Second explos.ve-furming uperation, turm to final shape;
5) Clean and vacuum-anneal, same cycle as 1) above.
Eight blanks wetu star Led t tit uugh thia cycle--El, K1, K2, K3, LI.
H2, B131, and BL'3. Not all of the ,,e completed the cycle, speciff-
-ally:
1) K1 - Cracks found after ,Lvp 3;
2) H2 and B132 - Cracks fUUr1J at ter step 4;
3) All others - Cracks found otter scup 5.
The cracks tuund in these eight domes .,er y
 (1) shallow cracks L-iL
soul: be observed without magnificaitun un the outside surface ut
the domes, genera111' 1 t, inches abuve tlie f lange, and (2) slm-
ilar cracks that could be Seen at uLlrur locations but unl% at
magnifications of 1CX or greater.	 Craci.s LenL.,tively identitivd
as stress corrosion craci. , , were tound in Jumes K1 and B133.	 In
K1 these cracks were 1' 1 to .'	 inches lung, rad;al, and open to
outside surface.	 In I41iS, craci.s similar to chose in K 	 were
found, and cracks were also found in tee flange radius and in the
f lange . 'lhese were all radial, relatively short, and appeared to
be stress corrosion cracks. The cracks in the radius upon to the
inside surface of the dome and Lhuse in an.l abuve ti:e f lange upon
to the outside sur t ace are shuwn in 1'i gurus 1 thru 3.
	
'l ia ,
 chi r-1
cracking mode was typical of all dumes except K1, H2, and BB3.
These cracks opened to the inside surface, located on a radius
of approximately 5 inches from the dome apex. The most severe
case was dame 1.1 (I';q. •.), while dome L1 Mg. 5) was nury typical
of .ifs cracking. Again stress corrosion was suspected but creep
and buckling had not keen ruled uut.
1` lacroexaminations of the eight cracked Jumes and specimens from
four dories, as-reueivul materials, and a5-annealed stock were con-
ducted.	 In summary, these exar• '. !)atiuns i:idicated that an oxygen-
rich (stabilized alpha) case was developing oil
	 the inside
and outside surtaces of the domes, and tlraL Stress corrosion crack-
ing was occurring in .,ome domes. Buckling and stress rupture have
not been eliminated as pussiLle causes fur the cracks near the
apexes of the domes.
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Figure 1	 Cracks in the Flal. 	 Radius of DC ( 1',R3
Figure 2 Cracks in the Flange and above the Flange
of Dome BB3
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I'igitrc 3 Cracks :shove tht ,
 I'lange of Dome BB3
Figure 4 Cracks on the Inside Surface Near the
i%hex of Dome E1
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igiire 5
	 Craci,5 on the Insi 'r Surface Near the Apex of Dome 1.1
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TFST I'Rt)(;RAM
A t t . -,t I)rograrr, for Invest IRat f nR tllt' canst' to or  t -I Iclrc of domes
Ili t he vacuum furnace, and I or eva luat l nR I nrco I l i ( rc.It and the
a f r I urnac'c as a subst It tit c 1 or the vat juri 1 llrn,l, 4 1 wt* I n- pros t-sis
, ► nnt'.II fng was InKtIRattd.
Vacutim Furn— . I nvcst ig,it ion
This invt'tit igat ion rt'vt•aled the t,cl lo`Jing:
1) Sevt`ral anal I leaks were found ;old rt'I):ii rt'd;
2) 'I'IIe vacuum sensor for Lilo Ip:;en v.tt uum furn.lt'e WaS found to
1)	 located In a s In, il l lint` 11lsL upstream from the d  ffusI.oil
1)^unp.	 I'he 11 ,t put f rota the sensor was recorded oil 	 x-y
prt':- .uroltf to recoru r.	 The in;trtunt`nt.atioll fr.dicaLed 0.1
micron during all of tilt` fttrnatc rims in tilis program;
3) !'he vacuum nlca.;urod aL .111 ac c .'ss port on the opposite sf de
of the furrlact , proved to be I. -)5 micron,.	 The sensor was
lor:itt'd itt'twcen Llic intor.nal wall .Ind baffles in Ole furnace
chamber proper.	 11 1 10 Ltyt lJa t'ulldu'ted With a CI.0 tutlf%,Lion
gage that was in calibration as certified by the Secondary
Standards (soup;
t) ?Wtal lurglcal examination revealed that a else hardoninF of
the sIlt`t`t m;ILerial Lhrottl;h oxidation and contanlirlation oc-
curr. ' c{tlring the amioal iaf; cycle.	 ilend specimens tested in
Lhis coildi Lion I'al led by cracking;. 	 Chemical rl{ 1 I fn1; of Lhese
-;pecinx`ns (approximately 0.005 in. removed from each side)
romoved tllL' case llardt,`Ilill^; :lll^i the bend Sl)o'l Imens did [lot crack.
A review of the Link`, LumperaLure, and vacuum recUrdln },S ;mud sLudy
Of Llle 111SLory of the dome blank and forming; rc-;tilt:; indicated
ti)aL ill 	 ac LlVfLft's (I'ebruary - April) the furnace aLmusphere
was pro'.)ably minimally ^;aLisfactory.
As our program advanced, however, Lhe performance deteriorated.
lire changes Were very :subtle and the impact oil 	 fabric•atIon
:Ind processing was not recognized unL11 Several domes f;ii led
during the exploslvc-forming ;ind annealing; operational.
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Evalu.it [oil of Turco Pretreat and Air Furnaces
WYtetl It was suspected that Lhe furnact , was possibly the rcnulining
cause for contamination and enbritI Ik -mont, alternative me thuds
were sought.	 Preliminar y study results indicated al >plictLioil of
this Turco Vrr-treat protective cuatilig would likely allow all
furnace to be omployed. Several bend spocli ens were coated, an-
nealed, ant tested.	 'The result was f avorah lc and the decision
to fur tIi., r evaluate and tit velop the pro ccss was madc.
To assure that the process was suitable for complete domes and
that the most efficient Martin "•litriCM1 11L• IIVL'r Division lunrlace
,, as well, head and tensile specimen• accompanied a full-scale
(:,crap) du ple tllrtiu};il the cleaning, et- 11111 ;, and anneal irlf, pro-
cesseS. Two gets of properl y coaled specinrrns and do"-s were
preprtred for the evaluation. One set was annealed in the air
t (11 A 1, k in the bery l Min fac•i 1 i ty operated by AMT rind the second
Set w.15 .11111ealed i:1 the Ordnan c e Applications Laboratory funlace.
the lest procedure followed for the air furnace and 'Turco Pretreat
evaluation is lacluded here.
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PRt)C A)URE FOR 1R1AL ,VNNEALING U1: TURCU 11RIARIIAT-COATLI)
TITANIUM 5A .'-2.5Sn DOMES FOR THE 0VF,Rl:R,%I I T&NK PROCRAM
1. Remove sections of the flange of each dovic as shown ill the
following sketch.
2. Chem-mill the domes and the sections from the flanges. ';ote:
The normal prechem-mill cleaning I)rocedure should be followed
except the domes and specimens should not_ he vapor-decreased;
a MLK wipe should be substituted for the vapor degreasing
operation.
3. After chem milling, Lhe domes and specimens shall be protected
from contamination (white glove handling) and wrapped in poly-
ethylene.
4. Apply Turco Pretreat to the dunks and one specimon from the
flange of each dome. Clean the surfaces With new `fl:k before
applying the Turco Pretreat.
5. Heat-treat 1 hour +15 minutes, -0 minute, at 1550°F + 20°F.
Air-cool; support the dome at the flange in the "flange-up"
position. Air blast is not required but may be used.
6. Cleaning: Method IIA of 1:PS50063, except do not vapor-degrease.
1. Chem-mill (do not vapor-degrease). Remove 0.005 inch minimuin
from all surfaces of the domes and specimens.
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Using the steps described,	 two	 partially	 formed domes and six
teSt
	
b.irs were processed through	 the	 heat -trt-.it (ycIt'
	 and	 clt-an-
ing.	 One donne aitd	 three bars;	 were	 processed	 ill of	 two
different air atmosphere furnaces.	 After	 the	 processing,
	
OiL.
spet.imens were tested and examined	 for	 evidence of surface con-
tamination as a	 result	 of heat	 treatinent .
RESULTS
The results can be sulwnarized as:
1) 'rest specimens processed ill both furnaces showed no cracks
when bent around a 4 T bend radius. This corresponds to
similar tests oil 	 high-quality ailllealed Ti-M -2.5Sn
thallium alloy;
2) !•fetal lographic examination :showed no additional contamination
as a result of oxygen absorption and comploLe removal of
superficial contaniivation by use of the chemical milling
operatics;
3) Only ill 	 not completely descaled in the original cherni-
cal milliltg operation was there evidence of oxygen contami-
nation ill 	 form of stabilized alpha phase. These areas
were compared to similar visual areas observed on spt-cimens
not processed through the cleaning and annealing Cycle and
were found to be similar. 'Therefore, i.t was concluded the
Turco Pretreat coating did protect the titanium sufficiently
through the annealing cycle ill an air atmosphere furnace;
4) The presence ^)f heat-treat scale is easily detectable, visual l"
with the unaided eye as rough matte appearing areas, whereas
chemically milled titanium approaches a mirror finish. There-
fore, ally heat-treat scaled areas were detected and removed
from the part.
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CONCLUSIONS
The	 tollowi"g conclusions 	 are made:
1)	 All	 future	 thermal	 treatmoat of 'li-W -2.9% titanium	 alloy
should be performed	 in either the Advanc e d Manufacturing
Technology Laboratory	 furnace or the Ordnance Laboratory
furnace.	 Turco p retreat	 shall	 he employed as the protective
media
	
to prevent oxidation	 of	 the	 titanium;
The Turco Pretreat should be applied so
	
the surface of
	
the
titanium is	 uniformly	 coated;
3)	 Lhe	 titallIUM	 should	 be	 chemically	 mi l lard	 so	 a minimuin of
0.005	 inch and a maximum of 0.010 inch	 is	 removed from all
surfaces of	 the	 titanihmi parts;
4)	 The	 cleaning; and heat-treat	 process	 should be followed as
outIinod,
a)	 (land-clean with	 `D K,
b) Alkaline-clean,
c) Chem-mill a minimum 0.005 inch and a maximum of 0.010
Inch from all surfaces,
d) ',g rip parts in kraft paper,
e) Apply Turco Pretreat and allow to dry thoroughly,
1) An eal at L550°F + 25% soak 1 hour +1^ minutes, cool
in air at room temperature,
g) Clean as indicated above, but hold in the chemical mill
activator until all visibLe trace of the 'Turco Pretreat
is removed,
h) Chem-miL1 0.005 inch minimum and 0.010 inch maximum
from all surfaces of the parts.
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HOT-SIZING PRoCEss FoR TITXNiu: .l 1WtEs
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HOT-SIZING PROCESS FOR TITANIUM DOMES
I'lik- following steps wort- t akvii in assuring that the proper quality
control procedures were appl led:
I) Machint • dome 1/8 hi. oversize (height dlmensic^);
2) Clean dome and apply E'verlube 'I'-.,)U;
3) Coat sizing fixture with Live r l ube T -5U ;
4) Assemble dume to fixture and torque as required to seat dump
to tuul;
5) Ifot-size at 1250°F + 25°F for 30 minutes minimum iii air fur-
nace and Install single thermocouple inside of dome. Quality-
veri fy temperature & cycle time;
6) N-move from furrnaco a ftur 30 minutes and air-coil (no forced
at r);
7) Disassemble from sizing fixture.	 (Mute: Do nut disassemble
until part has couled below 1100°F.)
ii) Clean dome, including„
a) 7uluul wash to remove Lverlube T-50,
b) finish remuval of Lverlube T-5U via scale conditiuner
bath (Turco 43-16),
c) Nitric hy drofluoric pickle bat], & rinse with deiunized
water,
d) Verifv part cleanliness.
virtEc: NNG PdIV iE W AW( f4 , : i t 1LMLG
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TASK IV
TEST PROCEDUM
H40152
SIZING OPERATION
BURST PROCEDURE (dV-LBILNT ilM11'RATURL•')
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GI ass Iibk- r- reinturced tilalliUm pressure vosseis were slxed,
proof pressure ,
 tested, ;uid subjected to ambient burst test y at
the Cold flow laboratory for NASA l ewis RtesearLll Center. 'these
t:uiks wo. , re the t 1 rst in a series ul I arks to be tested by Cold
I'luw persunncl.	 Iulure testing will include amblent and cryo-
gV tic cycliIIg tests.
013.ILCTI VLS
I'lle objective of these tests was to measure
nary to obtain design information for compo,
fabricated by glass-fiber uverwrappiag (and
titaniiun pressure vessels. Hoop strain and
tudinal strain were measured during, ambient
procedures followed are outlined below.
I
the strains neces-
iile pressure vessels
compression) of
barrel section lonyj
burst tests. 1'he
PREJ E'ST PROC LDURL
1. Verify that displacetuent vs recorded uut put of the
i-VDTs has been accomplished.
2. Verify test item installation leer CFI. drawing; 630043
(Fig. 1) and that pictures ha y.• been taken of tile tang.
(llld setup.
3. Verify that Safety has been informed and concurs with
the test schedule.
4. Verify that instrumentation has been installed and k
--	 ready for test.
5. Verify that adequate GN , and inhibited water are avail-
able (approximately 50 gal inhibited water).
i'LS': PROCFllURF.
1. Verify all valves are closed except the water lockoff
valve (WLOV) .
2. Increase the hand loader to approximately 400 psig.
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3. open the pressurization valve' PNV and I1r_• ssuriz.' tht'
test item to 350 Ins i ►;.
4. Close PNV.
CAUTION	 Do not allow lt'ak deCl'ction fluid to cony , iu
contact '.3 i th the test item glass wrapping.
5. Bubble-leak-check all connections.
6. Opt-ii through-f low valve and reduce the test item
pressure Lu zero.
7. Install the inunersiun tank L01) and initiate an audibly
w,trm t,:;	 purge , thruu^ , h the iuwr'rslon tank.	 ImmersIun
caulk tomperatur.' requirt-merlt for this test Is 75 + 10°N.
ii. Re move tho pi-cssurizatiun and vent lines.
9. open the 1::1 to r fill va 1 vo (WFV) and fill the 6000-psi
K-hotL Ic and the Lest i teen with 75 +_ l()°F inhibited
water.
0. Al low water to f low through TFV utltil a bas-froe con-
dition is reached. Close I4FV and TFV.	 I)iscunuect Li,k
water fill line :and adjust Lhc water level to point A.
Gil) the water 1' i 11 1 i ne and reconnect the preSSUr i za
thin and VeI1L lines.
II.	 Request inSLrumeatation pers0111101 to calibrate all
1 ulictions.
12. Place the cell area in a red condition and L'rucL nuit-
ablr barricades. Vori f y that the area Is cleared to
the extent LhaL a catastrophic failure of the test
Item will nut. cause injury to personnel.
13. Mark recorders "Ii40152 Tank S/N	 Sizing. Date and
Time'." Start recorders it -1 .5 mm/s.
14. Verify Lhat Lhe inmersiuil t:ulk Lemporature is 75 + 10°I.
I	 Verify that all valves except WLOV are closed.
NOTE	 'Pest itom failure is indicated by either a
sudden drop of Lest Itom preStiure 1) 1 (tupture)
or a SLabilized differ011tial between th.- tiupply
pressure gage t: and Lhe tort item hr. , ,sure PI
(liner leakaje k,ilurc).
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	10.	 Slowly upon the pressurizatiun valve P'.'.' and aJjust
the suppl y Band loader as reyuircod to increase the
test item pressure at a strain rat, not to exceed 1Z/
minute until it pressure ul .4hO prig is reached.
Maintain this pressure fur a period of nut leoi than
10 ,econd,.
17. Close PNV and open tht- t:utk vent valve- (1'VV) . Rvd tit , i•
the t.. , st item 1) I'L''4;14 re to zero is rapidly as possible
Without dUmpinl; water.
	
_ 18.	 Rcdut	 the s.,pp1y ij.tod loader to zero :iid allow the
rk-, ordt- , r:v to run fo , 10 mtitutcs.
PostcaIi1)rate all Iunctions .utd annutatt • %nd Sizing
Operation 1.uik 5/N'
20. 1)1scotilicet the pressuriz.ttion and vent Iin.•s. 	 lu•I111
the sysLum to point .i using a graduated cylinder to
measure the amount of water required to refill the
system.
21. kL'plaee the pressurization and vent line.
_ 22. Keyuest iu:;trumentatiun to rezero the INDI's .vid cali-
brate all fulll:Llolls.
_ 23. UuiotaLv recorders "Start I;urst 'Pest, Taiik S/\
llate and 'time." Start recorders at 2.5 mm/s.
24. Verify that all v.tivt , s are closed except WLOV.
25. Verify that actuation and supply pressures to the
boost pump are proper.
26. Open II NV and adjust the supply hand loader as required
to increase the test item tressure at a strain rate
not to exceed 1%/minute until test item pressure is
4050 + 100 psig. Maint.tin 4050 +_ 100 prig fur 3
t^mutes.
E peL•ted Lest item burst is approximately 5600
psis;.	 Ii facility (	 pressure is not suffick-iit
to rupture the test i t Cm, close PNV, open the
boost ptunp out let val ve POV, and cont i nuO test
item I)rk."ssurization using the boost i imp until
test. i tk , m fat 1 1r- tu •,•ur
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27. Ad Just till' supply pi,--, ore as re(lttlred to increase
the teat Item 1)ressurt' at a st rail rate not to ext't't-
1 /minute w1tI1 tho test item pressuro is 5600 + 100
psip,.	 `talrlt.ltn 5600 prig for 3 minutes.
28. Adjust the supply pressure as required to Increase
t ict l test i Lem pressure at a strain rate not to exceed
l/. /r,inute until tort item rupttcrt , occurs.
29. Whole test item failure occurs, hrwi diab-ly close WI,0V
and stop the boost pump (or close PNV) .
30. opt-ii TVV and reduce system pressure to zero.
31. Open WI,OV aird TFV.
32. Postcalibrate all recorders and annotate "l:nd Burst
Icst S/N	 _ Date and Time."
cl i	 141t1RTAYI : Do not balance the prossurt , data
chaiiiiei during or after postcal ihraLlon. A
deadest-ight of Y 1 is required in t!w "as- is"
condILI.on.
33. I)Iscontinu.' tilt' immorsion tattle purgo.
34. Romove the Irmuersion tank top and verify tost Item
fal I ure.
35. Romove 1' i cube deadweight through tho hidi, aced tai l-
urt , pressure.
36. Photograph Lice tai It d test Item in the holding f ixtur^ .
A11 pho.ographs will contain specimen Idrntitication,
test., date, :end time of f,ci lurt-.
37. Carefully remove the test item from the holding f i xturc
.mid photograph as necessary to show all Of tht• fai 1 urc.
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INTRODUCTION
Eight test items .:ere subjected to .Au ambient siting test in
the C:umpusite Overwrapp( • d Metallic lank,  progr.,m (';AS3-12023).
Six of the t.+nka ruptured during; the siring purtion of the
test.	 One tank sucresslull y completed the shitty test and
subsequentl 'v ruptured at 5062 psi;; during; the ambient tempera-
ture burst test.	 One tank succes,.iully completed Lhe sizing
test but was not subjected to a burst test.	 This tank (S/N 6)
was subjected to the ambient c y cling test described in this
procedure.
OULC •" 1 VE
The objective of the test was to determine if tank S/N 6 could
be subjected to 1000 ambient temperature operating pressure cvcles
without failure. The procedures tulluwed are included here.
PRI: • 1 . 1.5T PROCLDUTU
I.	 Verify that displacement vs recorded output .11
I.VD'1's has been accomplished.
2. Verify test item installation per CFL drawing 6300423
(Fig. 1) and that pictures have p een taken of the tank
and setup.
3. Verify that Safety has been informed and concurs with
tae test schedule.
4. Verify that instrumentation has been installed and i
ready for test.
5. Verify that adequate G"V and inhibited water are avail-
able (approximately 50 gal inhibited water).
PROCEDURE
1. Verify all valves are closed except the water lockoff
valve (WLOV) .
2. Increase the hand loader to approximately 40U psig.
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3. t)pt-n	 tit. , 1)rt-ssitriz:rt i,)it vaIvt - I';V and I)rc 	 urizt-	 tilt•
test item to 100 psis;.
4. c ,, ,e 1':;V.
t:AL'Tlt>:^
	
Do not al low leaf. detection I luid to cum.•
in contact with the test ILein glass wrappiit),
5. Bubble-It^ak-t'heck al I tonnt - ctions.
6. Opole through-flow valve ('ITV) and reduc• t , the test
--	 i tern 1)rossure to zero.
7. Initiate an audible warm GN:, forge through Lite irnrner-
sion i ;ink. Test item temperature requi remenL fur this
test is 75 + 10 01'.
ti.	 Veri fv IJI.OV and 'I PV are open.
T_ 9. 01wil Lite Water IF 1 1 valve G'FV) and f111 the Lest item
with 75 + 10°F inhibited water.
10. Allow water to flow through '.'FV until a gas-free con-
dition is reached. Close Tn'. Disconnect point A and
till the 1:-bottle. Reconnect point A and close all
valves.
11. Request instrumentation to calibrate all functions.
_ 1.2. Place the cell area in a red condition and erect suit-
abl- barricades. Verif y that the area is cleared to
the extent that a cat-astrophic failure of the test item
will not cause injury to persoanel.
13. ?lark recorders "H40152 'Tank S/NCycling, Date and
L	 Time." Start recorders at 1.0 mm/s_
I	 14.	 Verify Lhat Lite test item temporature is 75 + 10°F.
15. Open WLOV.
:^t11C	 'Pest item fai lure is indicated by either a
sudden drop of test item pressure P I (rupture),
or a stabilized differential between the suppI
pressure gage G and test item pressure PI
(liner leak,1i'O failure).
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lo. Verify I':^V and '1VV are close d and load the tiupply hand
loader  to 4000 ps 1 f,. .
17. Open I'YV as required to increase test item pressure to
3360 + 50 prig, at a strain rate not to exceed R/minute.
Close PNV.
Its.	 Open TVV as rcquir.^d to reduce test item prt-ssurc Lt,
0 to 100 prig.
19.	 ld , peat step? 17 and 18 a total of 1000 times. Mai ntai:i
test item Lemper;iture at 75 + 10°1'. Ever y 50 cycleti,
pause for I ii seconds between steps 17 and 18. Pressure
decav exceeding 30 psi during the 15-second period in-
dicates a passible test item failures and that the test
should be discontinued for a failure investl^,ation.
The test instrumentation should be recalibrated at
least once ever y hour. Pressure cvcles need not he
continuous but the test item Lemperature must be main-
tained at 75 ' 25°F whenever the tank contains water.
on successful completion of the 1000 pressure cycle."
the test will be discontinued or the test item will
be subjected to an ambient buret test at the test
requester's discrotion.
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,)pen the pressurization valve PNV and pressurize the
tes L item to 100 psi g.
Close PNV.
t:r'.l;'1'Itri Do not allow leak detection fluid to come
in contact with the test i Loin Klass wrapping.
5. Bubble-leak-check all connections.
6. Open through-flow valve ('f }1') and reduce the test
item pressure to zero.
7. Initiate an audible warm GN 2 purge through the immer-
sion tank. Test item temperature requirement for this
test is 75 + 10 ° F.
8. Verify Wi.OV and TFV are open.
9. Open the water fill valve (WFV) and fill. the test item
with 75 + 10°F inhibited water.
10. Allow water to flow throuj ► TFV until a gas-free con-
dition is reached. Close TFV. Disconnect point A and
fill the 1:-bottle. Reconnect point A and close all
valves.
11. Request insc.riuncntation to calibrate all. functions.
1.2. Place the cell area in a red condition and erect suit-
able barricades. Verify that the area is cleared to
the extent that a catastrophic failure of the test item
will not cause injury to personnel.
13. Mark recorders "1140152 Tank S/N	 Cvcling, Date and
Time." Start recorders	 1.0 mm/s.
14. Verify that the test item temperature is 75 + 10°F.
15. Open WLOV.
tiOT1:	 'Test item failure is indicated by either a
sudden drop of test item pressure P 1 (rupture)
or a stabilized differential between the supply
pressure gage G and test item pressure P,
(liner leakage failure).
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lu. \'--rify P.'4 and 'CVO' art. closed and load the su,)ply hand
leader to 4000 psi g.
_ 17. Opon PNV as required to increase test item pressure to
3360 + 50 psig at a strain rate riot to exceed 2%/minute.
Close P`.V.
18. Open 1'V`J as requirod to reduce test item pressure to
0 to 100 psig.
_ 19.
	
Repeat 7teps 17 acrd 18 a total of - 1000 times. Maintai:i
Lest i tom temperatur,- at 75 ^ 10°1'. Every 50 cycles,
pause for 1.5 seconds batween steps 17 and 18. Pressure
decay exceeding 30 psi during the 15-second period in-
dicates a possible test item failure and that the test
should be discontinued for a failure investigation.
The test instrumentation should be recalibrated at
le:Ast once ever y lour. Pressure c y cles need not be
continuous but the test item temperature must be main-
tained at 75 ' 25°F whenever the tank contains water.
0. On successful completion of the 1000 pressure cycles,
the test wi.11 be discontinued or the test item will
be subjected to an ambient burst test at the test
requestor's discretion.
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